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Every now and then at night, Cook Murphy lets Salvinio out of the hiding place he’s fashioned for him under his bunk. He sits him down, feeds him, and changes the bandage on his right ear, telling him for the hundredth time how sorry he is. Salvinio chews furiously on the cod and the molasses cookie, not understanding the English words. Cook had been opening a barrel with an axe, only hours after Mount Corcovado had slipped out of sight, when he’d found the boy inside. A shout. He’d swiftly hidden him in his cabin once he’d finished cleaning up the molasses and blood in the galley.

The moon shines through Cook’s porthole as he shows Salvinio an illustration of the dark spots on the moon, his index finger pointing back and forth between the page of the book and the full moon that floods them with light.

“That’s the Sea of Tranquility.”

Salvinio repeats the words stumblingly. Cook Murphy thinks to himself that he should instead have stolen some books from the captain that would have allowed him to show Salvinio the northern lands where the boat is headed, rather than maps of the moon’s seas and the night skies. When he’s not talking, Salvinio assumes a placid expression that Cook takes to be anguish, but that is in fact nothing more than astonishment. This white man is taking care of him, giving him food and drink. The beer makes him laugh and eases his nausea. Salvinio goes back to comparing the drawing to the moon. He points at a spot on the page.

“That’s the Sea of Rains.”

Cook mimes falling rain with his fingers.

“But where I’m taking you, we have the Sea of Snow!”

He guffaws, slapping his stowaway on the shoulder. Every time he touches Salvinio, Cook can’t get over how thin he is.

“Here, have a cookie.”
From the newspapers of Rio de Janeiro: Runaway slave. Answers to the name of Salvinio. Reward. But the Robin Company ships are long gone. After unloading three hundred barrels of low-grade Gaspé cod—salty sustenance for the plantation slaves—they set sail with two hundred ninety-nine barrels of molasses and one barrel containing Salvinio, a slave boy from Angola bought two years earlier to wash the docks in the port of Rio.

For as long as Gaspé cod would be traded for rivers of Brazilian molasses, Cook Murphy would have work on the Robin Company’s ships. A sailor had recently teased him, saying he’d have to keep on working long after he was dead and buried to repay his debts to the employer that sold him the food, clothes, tools, and kitchen utensils he wasn’t allowed to buy elsewhere, all deducted from his salary. Making sea biscuits comes easier to Cook Murphy than arithmetic. He still doesn’t know how he’s going to bring Salvinio ashore unnoticed. He’s quite sure the captain—a man who knows how to count—would sell him to an American planter if he discovered him. That’s why Cook’s hiding him. The cook wipes his passenger’s skin again with a cloth.

“You’re still sticky with molasses.”

The cloth tickles. Salvinio usually falls asleep after this nightly wash. Headwinds have forced the ship to anchor in Cape Breton, where Salvinio has caught a cold. He shivers in the glacial October air. Come night, Cook Murphy lies by the feverish boy’s side to warm his bunk. Salvinio’s finger comes to rest on one of the drawings in the book. The cook is feeling philosophical.

“The Sea of Serenity is in the shape of a heart. It can be crossed in no time. You’ll never see it again.”

They reach Chaleur Bay in early November. Thick snow falls, enabling Cook Murphy to unload the barrel containing Salvinio without being seen. The light from the fire illuminates Mother Murphy’s face as she waits in the log house just feet from the shore. She doesn’t bat an eyelid as Salvinio clamber out of the barrel her son has just opened. She asks a single question with her eyes.

“His name? Salvinio, I found him in the molasses.”

“We’ll call you Freeman.”

The old woman gently touches the fugitive’s cheek. This is the name she gives to the census takers when they pass through her hamlet in 1861. The boy, still barefoot, stands by the window. The falling snow is reflected in his dark Brazilian eyes, shining with delight. The old woman smiles.

“That’s winter. Your new master.”

Translated by Peter McCambridge
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The veil of night is suddenly lifted and the little boy sees Darkest Dark right next to him. His purple pupils gleam menacingly, his nose hair bristles, and his mouth opens to reveal long, grey teeth that could devour a lion.

Louis-Philippe’s heart beats hard against his chest. No, that’s not it! It’s the drum roll from the guards. Down below on the nightstand, the soldiers are aiming the gaping mouths of the cannons at the threat. They’re ready to open fire and bombard the enemy when Darkest Dark swats them aside. The soldiers go down like bowling pins.

The odious creature is ready to use the brief lull, the time it takes the soldiers to resume their positions, to lash out at Louis-Philippe. The little boy can already picture himself trapped within the horrible body of a toadster. His parents won’t recognize him, his friends will flee, never again will he be able to laugh, run, shout, eat, or have fun.

Fortunately the toys on the shelf aren’t done yet. Acting on the advice of the wise old dog, the teddy bear manages to shift the big book of fairy tales and heaves himself to the top. The monkey scales the wall of paper, clambering up onto the teddy bear’s shoulders. The bear’s legs tremble beneath his companion’s weight, but he stands firm.

They’ve worked hurriedly, motioning to each other in silence so as not to alert Darkest Dark. But despite their precautions, the tall silhouette suddenly whirled around. A diabolical yell shoots out of his cruel mouth.

The monkey gives his all, stretches every sinew. He’s so close. If only he were a centimetre taller! He could always jump, of course, but that would mean he might fall to the floor and into enemy hands.

A ghastly whistling sound escapes from Darkest Dark’s mouth. The monkey knows that his owner’s life—his best friend’s life—is in danger. His life and the lives of all his companions, too. His heart his only guide, he leaps into the void.

He’s done it! He hits the switch with the very tip of his paw. Light floods the room, chasing the night and Darkest Dark away. The old dog, the little bear, the brave soldiers, and all the characters in the big book of fairy tales have helped the monkey vanquish the enemy.

Louis-Philippe gets up. He gathers together all his friends and brings them into bed with him. Then, at last, he closes his eyes and slips into wondrous dreams.

Translated by Peter McCambridge

Violette sometimes thought about the girl she used to be when she stepped off the train in Montreal in 1936. She had been afraid of everything and everyone. She wore a threadbare coat she had inherited from her grandfather and boots that were too big. She was so ashamed of the way she looked. It never occurred to her that she might possibly be considered beautiful. It wasn’t until she arrived in Montreal that anyone had ever called her pretty.

She knew that certain people found nature to be a lovely thing, but for her, the city was the most beautiful sight in the world. She loved all of its details. Perched over the door of the tavern was a gargoyle of a pig’s head that grinned at her every time she passed by. Atop the church was a Virgin Mary with a halo of steel stars who looked as though she were suppressing a yawn. The city possessed an absurdity that nature didn’t have.

She was waiting tables when she first met Frank. They both had the same shade of blue eyes. He reached into his pocket, pulled out a string of pearls and dropped it into his teacup as a tip. They had been together ever since, living in a tiny hotel room on St. Catherine Street. The wallpaper was a beautiful cerulean blue, so it always felt like summer inside. The bedspread was covered with gold roses and the mattress sighed with the ghosts of all the lovers who had shared it before them. The windows were cracked and looked out onto the street filled with nightclubs. When they were naked, their bodies changed colour along with the marquees.

They robbed banks together. Violette would scout the bank a week before to make a detailed plan. No one ever suspected a woman poking around. She had a face that conveyed innocence. And the more crimes she committed, the more innocent she looked. It made her cheeks pink and her smiling eyes a lighter blue. It put a skip in her step.

During the robbery, she pretended to be a regular customer and Frank would take her hostage. She was able to plead and weep and make her whole body shake violently. Frank said he sometimes was so convinced by her performance that he was afraid for a moment he had actually grabbed the wrong woman. Afterwards they would laugh uproariously about it in bed drinking wine, half dressed, in their hotel room.

When she and Frank went to their first nightclub together, the singer onstage wore her hair slicked to the side and was dressed in a white dress made out of silk ribbons. Her voice was as thick and low as syrup. She wasn’t explicitly singing about sex, but the way she crooned about staying in bed and looking at the moon sounded so dirty Violette felt a strong desire inside of her. She and Frank went to all the clubs along St. Catherine Street
after that. They spent their money lavishly on martinis and expensive dishes and then had to hold each other as they walked home inebriated. The universe was filled with the constellations of different theatres and restaurants and cabaret halls.

They spent whole afternoons at the movies. Between shows were variety acts. A chimpanzee came out in a tuxedo smoking a cigarette, making them laugh and laugh. Nothing in the newsreels pointed out that life would ever be anything other than fun and opulence. They would remain spoiled children until the day they died, receiving everything their hearts desired.

They always planned to move to some place bigger than the hotel room, but they were very bad with money. Violette walked to the corner store one morning in a $30 dress that still had the price tag hanging from the bottom of it. She waltzed sleepily through the aisles while other people, dressed for work, were about to start their day. They found Violette beautiful and charming, but they didn’t envy her because they knew the life she was leading couldn’t last. Being a thief was a suspension of disbelief and, sooner or later, you would be woken up to the reality of the world.

Frank and Violette were at the museum one Sunday when she pointed out a pair of colourful shoes in a painting of a French aristocratic woman. She found the shoes so pretty. They were embroidered with red and purple flowers and had golden heels. Frank had the same pair custom made for her. He wanted to get her things no one else could get for her, that were made just for her. He described them to the cobbler. Frank told the cobbler to leave the toes open to offer a glimpse of Violette’s pretty polished toenails. The cobbler covered them in a colourful silk brocade fabric with flowers that looked like starbursts. They were delightful dancing sandals but Violette wore them everywhere, whether she was dancing or not.

During the next robbery, as he was dragging her out of the bank, one of the shoes slipped off and was left behind on the steps. As the detective held the pretty slipper in his hand, he thought a visit to the downtown cobblers would solve the mystery of whom the shoe fit.
“Before.”

You stood before the mirror on my red dresser and tried to adjust something in the flames of your hair. They go well together, I thought to myself. Solemnly you touched the vintage items I’ve gradually acquired over the past few years. You looked like you were giving your blessing to everything I had. You caressed my hand mirror, as if judging the pewter more than your own reflection. With your ivory-coloured nail extensions, you ran your fingers along the pearly fine teeth of my comb and I felt a silent music. You helped yourself to my eau de cologne, anointing your wrists. Then you set your sights on my brush, plunging it into your wild mane. It was uncontrollable, just like my desire for you.

I stood frozen before the sensuous performance.

You went over to my bed, drifted toward the nightstand, where Pierre Louÿs’ The Songs of Bilitis was waiting. You began leafing through the pages of the collection. You happened upon one of my favourite poems.

“I left the bed as she had left it, unmade and rumpled, coverlets awry, so that her body’s print might rest still warm beside my own. Until the next day I did not go to bathe, I wore no clothes and did not dress my hair, for fear I might erase some sweet caress. That morning I did not eat, nor yet at dusk, and put no rouge nor powder on my lips, so that her kiss might cling a little longer. I left the shutters closed, and did not open the door, for fear the memory of the night before might vanish with the wind.” Beautiful.

You closed the book without noticing the words had sent shivers through me. You jingled the hat on my cowboy alarm clock and said it was time for bed. Just like that, you slid between my sheets. I tiptoed over to join you, so as not to disturb my thrilled heart.

We made love as though trying to bring a fire under control: desperately. There was something so fragile within you that shone out from amid my sheets. Then you kissed my cheeks, threw on the clothes from H&M you’d dropped by the foot of the bed, and left like a thief in the night.

You didn’t spend the night: I was shipwrecked.

Now, in the middle of my cabin on the Titanic, I try to come to terms with my dizziness, your red dental floss in my sorry hand. I set it down on my dresser, like a precious relic. Then I see a pure stain on my lavender sheets, white as a piano key. It’s a hard fingernail, its artificiality reminding me of my dyed red hair. I scoop it up and slip it into my Songs of Bilitis, marking the page of the “Living Past” poem. You didn’t stay—and that’s fine—but now you’ll be a bookmark.

It’s very warm. I refuse to open the window. No fan either. I curl up alongside the memory of your body. On my palm, the clamminess of our sex has wiped away your number. I run a finger along my lifeline. I have no idea what lies in store for me.

Translated by Peter McCambridge. Passages from The Songs of Bilitis translated by Alvah C. Bessie.
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